[The use of structural resonance electromagnetotherapy and liquid synbiotics for the rehabilitative treatment following cholecystectomy].
The objective of the work was to evaluate the efficiency of combined treatment using structural resonance electromagnetotherapy (SRMT) and liquid synbiotics in the early period after cholecystectomy. A total of 72 (91.7%) operated patients were found to have intestinal dysbiosis of different severity. Analysis of cardiac rhythm variability revealed relative predominance of sympathetic rhythm modulations and enhanced ergotropic component of the total spectrum power. Assessment of the quality of life showed that restricted physical activity makes the most important contribution to its impairment in the patients who underwent cholecystectomy. Protracted therapy with liquid synbiotics and concomitant structural resonance electromagnetotherapy promoted restoration and further improvement of intestinal microbiocenosis, reduction of sympathetic modulations of cardiac rhythm, and optimization of the patients' quality of life.